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SlMIARY 

In this paper we propese an stress-strain model with high accuracy and 
clearness to estimate the elasto-plastic hysteretlc behaviors of structural 
steels subjected to complicated repetitive loads. Material's characteristic 
functions Introduced in this model are fundamental surface size functions in 
the stress space and weighting functions by which the sizes of multi-surfaces 
correspending to arbitrary stress-strain condl tlons are estimated. These 
functions can be easily and unambiguously estimated by a combination of a 
tension test and several tension-compression tests each including only one 
unloading. 

INTRODUCTION 

When structures are subjected to complicated fluctuating loads due to 
earthquakes, wind storms, waves and so on, stresses beyond the elastic-limits 
of steels may reliably break out In members or parts of them repetitively. In 
this case, even if the structures do not collapse, it may be expected that the 
hysteretic effect reduces the load capacity or deformability of such a 
structure from the level predicted In design. Because such problems are very 
impertant and fuhdamental for structural design, the authors have investigated 
the effect of loading histories on mechanical properties of steels, which are 
the most impertant materials in civil engineering, and have accumulated 
experimental data [IL 

Although some studies on hysteretic stress-strain relations simulation of 
steel members have been performed up to this time< for examples [2-8]), most 
of them may not satisfy the following conditions; 
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<aJappllcable to arbitrary loading paths and structural steels, 
Cblclear and sl● ple for est! 四 ti叩 material'sproperties. 

Petersson & Popov紘>delCP.P.Modell has the grounding In the 11Ult1-surface 
plasticity theory [7,81 and has an advantage that only a few tests are 
r如 Iredto make up fundamental functions representing material properties. 

The final purpose of this Investigation ls to complete an accurate 
hy.steretlc aodel to predict elasto-plastlc behavior's of steel structures or 
lllellbers subjected to external forces In excess of those 匹10unt. In this 
paper, a stress-strain model based on P.P. Model Is studied with the emphasis 
on the evaluation 醗 thodof hysteretlc effects. AcCUll.llatlve equivalent 
plastic strain and fundamental surface size functions have Important roles In 
the proposed Jlodel. To I如 Irethe effect of the difference of the estimating 
11ethods of these quantities, elasto-plastlc FEM analYses are performed us! 叩
s・everal 醗 thods. And COIIParlsons are四 deon stress-strain relations of 
structural steels between actual test results and the calculated ones. 

This paper shows that the hysteretlc model. by which quasi-static 
fluctuating stress-strain relations under nearly unlaxlal stress fields can be 
predicted, Is sufficiently accurate from the engineering POint of view. 

PROPOSED STRESS-STRAIN MODEL --N.M.M. t.≪JDEL--

N.M.M. Model proposed here Is based on the multi-surface plasticity theory, 
adopted In P.P.Model, In which the surface sizes are affected by hysteretlc 
loading. Therefore we refer briefly to P.P. Model and then mention some 
Important features of N.M.M. Model. 

In P.P. Model hysteretlc stress-strain behaviors are represented by the 
concept of expansion, reduction and movement of state surfaces In the stress 
space. Each surface Is defined by a surface size function K, by which the 
size of each surfaces Is eXPressed, and a vector {Cl} Indicating I ts central 
coordinates. In order to introduce the hysteretlc effects to stress-strain 
relations, Kand {Cl} are ch匹 edwith the pr匹 essof loading histories. The 
d函 eeof hysteretlc effect ls described by the following state variables; 

Ka 

゜
pi 

Kb 

゜
W~E, 

Fig・I. Petersson-PoPOv Model [7]. 
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where fp Is accumulative e叩 lvalentplastic strain fro■ the start ti国e Ctol 
of loading to the time Itel of the last reversal on the stress-strain paths, 
and fpt Is equivalent plastic strain Increment fro● the ti口eItel to the tlae 
Ctll when stress-strain relation Is to be predicted. In P.P. Model the surface 
size function K Is defined accord! 四 tothe following equation, introduci四
Ka, Kb and W shown in Fig.I which are the functions of fp and fpi. 

K = W Ka + I 1-W・J Kb (2) 

曲 ere Ka ls the surface size in the case where no hysteretlc effect Is and Kb 
Is that in the case where the hysteretlc effect ls stationary. The welghtin<J 
function W represents the change In the surface size function from Ka to Kb 
due to loading histories and ls evaluated by鯰 ansof nUJBerlcal calculation. 
In this paper, Ka and Kb ls defined as Fundamental Surface Size Functions 
CF.S.S. Functions] and these are key functions for evaluating the surface size 
function in any phase of loading. 

A vector <a} indicating the central coordinate of each surface is updated 
in turn according to the pr函 essof loading by the following equation 

．． 
• {0}-{ao} • 

<aD = <aJ> + ． C KJ -Ki l 
Ko 

(3) 

where < 0 } is a stress vector, subs er I pt o鵬eansthe I nit! al condl ti on and dot 
represents the state of before the updating. The size difference of two 
surfaces (1-th and J-th surface> before and after the set of differential 
Increment of equivalent plastic strain and the current loading direction 
determine the vector <a}. 

即illYiltlonOf Ac;:c;um1,1J~tl ve I;; 叩 ¥villentPl祖ticStnln 

Accumulation of equivalent plastic strain in the process of repetitive 
loading is accomplished in the following way consistent with the results of 
measurements • In Fls.2 a solid line shows an example of experimental results 

Flg.2. Stress-strain curves in repetitive loading tests. 
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of repetitive loading tests and a broken line shows one of monotonous loading 
tests, and In each test unloading Is applied at the point① and the point①' 
respectively. If plastic strain is accumulated over all paths, accumulative 
Plastic strain at the polnt(D are fairly greater than that at the point① . In 
spite of this Inference, the stress-strain curve on the path after the point① 
is much the same as that on the path after the point① . This experimental 
result has to be understood that the plastic strain produced in repetitive 
loadi叩 processeshas to be separated In two components: one has an effect on 
following stress-strain relations and the other does not. 

O' 

E2-3<E1-2 

E
 

Fl9.3. Return phenomenon C2l. 

Yokoo and Nak狙iuraand et al. [21 confirmed the following pheno齢 nonshown 
In Fl9.3 byeゅerimentsand referred to this as" Return Phenomenon" ; 

If a strain amplitude£2-3 corresponding to a path C2l from the point② to 
the point③ Is fairly small compared with Its preceding strain amplitude£1-2, 
the stress-strain curve from the point@ to the point④ after passing through 
the point② 'near the point②, traces on such path that is the stress-strain 
curve In the case where a load reversal does not occur at the point (2), 

According to such a phenomenon, the stress-strain paths C2l and C3l do not 
affect the stress-strain curve follow! 匹 to these paths. Basing on the above 
mentioned experimental data, the accumulative equivalent plastic strain Is 

Plastic strain 
Q 

Flg.4. Paths accUB1Ulating equivalent plastic strain. 
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evaluated under the assumption that tile plastic strain beyond the preceding 
plastic strain暉 plitudeIs effective. As an exa● ple, thick lines in Fig.4 
show the paths on which the equivalent plastic strains are accumulated. 

Ql9iCI: 9f f,S,S, f1111cti91l.'1 

E 

,C 

Fig.5. Various types of unloadings. 

Fig.5 shows some instances of stress-strain curves for tension-compression 
tests. In general, when a steel specimen is stretched, the relation between 
stress and strain is compased of three paths; elastic part, yield plateau and 
strain hardening co-A,A ... c,c屯 l. When unloading occurs on the yield plateau, 
Bauschinger effect takes place which is followed by an Yield plateau in 
coml>ression region for the second time co~A-B~B'l. When it occurs at the start 
paint of strain hardening in tension region, yield plateau in wmpression 
region does not appear any longer co~A•C~C'l. Although the curve is similar 
when unloading occurs in strain hardening region CO勺~wD,-0• l, there appear the 
different degree of Bauschinger effect. Accordingly, the characteristic 
features of stress-strain relations for steels under repetitive loading 
conditions are as follows; 

Calthe disappearance of yield plateau In the successive hY!iteretic loading 
processes when unloading is applied on yield plateau, 

Cblthe change in degree of Bauschinger effect when unloading is taken place 
in strain hardening region. 

It seems to be one of the necessary conditions for the stress-strain 
compatible with experimental results that the model may represent 
features. 

model 
these 

In N.M.M. Model, to get better compatibility to experi羅entalresults, the 
surface size function Kab has been introduced as one of F.S.S. Functions in 
addition to Ka and Kb. Following the introduction of Kab, WI and 1112 is defined 
as weighting functions so that a surface size function at a certain hysteretic 
phase is defined as follows by means of these weighting functions; 

K = Wi Kj + < I -Wi l Kk 
O~ ~P < E:p,st ; i=I, j=a, k=ab 
E:p,st 、fp ; i=2, j=ab, k=b 

(4) 

．
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hヽere Ep,st is Ep at the start point of strain hardening on virgin stress-
strain curve. And£p,b is fp at the point In which the hysteretic effect is 
stationary. Fr011 the definitions of these functions, WI=! at Ep=O, Wl=D and 
W2=1 at Ep= Ep,st and W2=0 at'E'p=£p,b. The function WI expresses the 
pheno躙叩n that stress-strain curve changes continuously fro● the virgin 
stress-strain curve, which is characterized by yield plateau and strain 
hardening, to the s■ooth curve, on which Bauschinger effect is characteristic, 
and W2 stands for the eyclic softening or hardening following the pr函 essof 
loading histories. And these two functions are peculiar to each鵬aterials.

函 I嵐 TIONOF叫 TERIALPROPERTIES 

In this chapter, presented is the ■ ethod of eXPer i men ts and I ts 
Interpretation to evaluate四 terlalproperties Ka, Kab, Kb, WI and W2, which 
are necessary to predict hYsteretic behaviors of steel by N.M.M Model. Since 
the IIOdel Is based on the ass1.111ptlon that the stress-strain relations on the 
certain loading path or unloading path is determined by璽eansof accumulative 
e叩 lvalentplastic strain Ep at the start POint of the loading or unloading, 
material properties can be estl圃atedby a combination of a monotonous tension 
test and several tension-compression tests each including only one reversed 
POlnt. 

A procedure evaluating四 terialproperties is as follows. 

Deter霞inatlllnllf Ka 

Virgin stress-plastic strain curve represents Ka. 

Determination Qf Kab and邸

Since Kab corresPOnds to such Ki that its parameter£p equals to E p,st, 
it is the co曲 inationof two curves. One of them is the virgin stress-plastic 
strain curve and the other is the stress-plastic strain curve, measured In a 
test including unloading at the start POint of strain hardening. Ki 
corresponding to the state In which the hYsteretic effect becomes stationary 
Is Kb. Accordi呵 lY,in order to determine Kb, surface sizes Kr's corresponding 
to the accumulative plastic strains£p,r's have to be determined. Using 
the stress-plastic strain curve obtained from unloading following the loading 
till the acCU11Ulatlve plastic sむainreaches Ep,r and the virgin stress-
plastic strain curve, Ki is evaluated as the function of Epi. And the 
stationarity in hysteretic effect means that no difference is found among each 
Kr's. In the case where Ki's do not converge within the experiments, Ki for 
the認 asured11axi111J11 Ep is adopted as Kb. In this case it will be p0ssible to 
correctly predict hYsteretic behaviors within the limits where the 
accumulative equivalent plastic strain does not exceed that maximum Ep. 

J;>~ter111Jni1,tiQl1 Of WI md W2 

By 此 ans of Ka, Kab and Kb, weighting values In order to evaluate Ki 
corresp0nding to the values of£p,r's is determined by the next equation. 

W = < Kl -Kk l / < KJ -Kk l 
o~Ep < Ep,st 
Ep,st~Ep 

j=a, k=ab (51 
j=ab, k=b 

• 
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Weighting function is determined by the formula which shows the relation of 
the weighting values and the corresponding fp. 

PREDICTION OF HYSTERETIC !>l総 iS-STRAINRELATIONS 

曲 en hysteretic stress-strain relations of steel members are predicted 
means of the model, such as N.M.M. Model or P.P. Model, on the ground 
multi-surface plasticity theory, the accuracy of prediction seems to 
affected by the following two characteristics of these models; 

al how to evaluate accumulative equivalent plastic strain, 
bl how to choose Fundamental Surface Size Functions. 

by 
of 
be 

Noticing above two factors, four stress-strain IIOdels are defined as shown 
in Table I. And elasto-plastic finite element analyses are carried out for 
steel members subjected to tension-compression loads repetitivelYC9-tol. The 
results are compared with those of corresponding experiments, and 
investigations are done on the effect of the factors on the accuracy of 
prediction of stress-strain relations. 

Table I. Definitions of each IIOdels. 

Models na置e accumulation of fp F.S.S. Functions 

Model-I 
Model-2 
Model-3 
Model-4 
lproposedJ 

over all paths 
by the薗ethodshown in Fig.4 
over all paths 
by the酌 thodshown in Fig.4 

Ka and Kb 
Ka and Kb 
Ka, Kab and Kb 
Ka. Kab and Kb 
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Two exa11ples of stress-strain curves calculated for each models are shown 
in Fl9.6~Fi9.8, respectively. Material considered Is圃ildsteel SM41A. In 
this paper, the accuracy of the prediction is defined by the next quantity; 

y = [ C1nlmooel I C1nleXPer1圃ent・-I 1 X too < % J (6) 

where <Jn indicates stress r四 eonn-th s~ress-straln path. 

讐
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The accuracies of each IIOdel is shown in Fig.9-al and bl with that of 
proPOsed model by the relations between the values of'1f北 finedby Eq. 6 and 
numbers of half cycles n. These relations corresPOnd to the stress-strain 
relations shown in Flg.6'"vF!g.8. 

30 l'.l, 

201 

-10 

二三
-10 

alloadlng pattern-I blloading pattern-2 
Flg.9. Accuracy of predictions of stress-strain curves. 
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comparing F!g.6 with Fig,7, prediction using Model-I and Model-2 is 
unreasonable, because the effect of yield plateau in virgin stress-strain 
curve appears in the following processes of load repetitlons,and this tendency 
is remarkable in Model-2. This means that the rate of accumulating equivalent 
plastic strain for Model-2 is lower than that for Model~!. On the other hand, 
Fig.9 shows that the value Y for Model-I is fairly greater than the value for 
邸 el-2, and stress ranges In any paths are greater than that of experimental 
results. These results implies the fact that the effect of Kb is overestimated 
on stress-strain relations calculated by Model-I and the effect of Ka makes 
worse the accuracy of prediction by means of Model-2. This results may be 
brought by the procedure, which makes no distinctions between the phenomenon 
showing yield plateau and the phenomenon that the strain changes monotonously 
with stress change. 

Model-3 is constructed fr011 Model-I by introducing Kab as one of the 
F.S.S. Function. In Model-I and Model-3, the accumulation of equivalent 
plastic strain are carried out over all strain paths. Due to the introduction 
of the function Kab in Model-3, the disorder of the hysteretlc stress-strain 
curves caused by the overestimate of Ka ls dissolved in Model-3. The value Y 
in this case, however ,is greater than 10'% and notable difference is not found 
between Model-I and Model-3 from this point of view. The results obtained by 
知 el-I being compared with those by Model-2, the above results can be 
considered to be due to the application of unsuitable method to estimate 
accumulative equivalent plastic strain. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison: experiments and calculations by Model-4Cmild steel 

Fig.ID-al and bl shows stress-strain relatlo匹 predicted by Model-4 
CN.M.M. Model> and those gained by the experiments. From these figures, the 
close agree● ent between calculated and experi鵬entalstress-strain relations 
over all strain paths is obtained. In Fig.9, the value Y for Model-4 are 
plotted together with those for the other IIOdels. The value Y Is 5X at the 
JDOst. And the accuracy of the prediction by Model-4 is notably improved. 

Fig.II-al and bl shows stress-strain relatio匹 ofhigh strength steel HT70 
predicted by the application of Model-4 and those measured in the experiments. 
From these fi如 es and Fig. 10, it Is observed stress-strain relations 
predicted by F.E.M.analyses coincide notably well with those obtained by the 
expert齢 nts, in spite of the use of■ aterlal properties evaluated from 
exPeri● ental results by a few specime匹. Moreover, these exa朧plesshow that 
the proposed model Is adoptable for both鱈ildsteels and high strength steels. 
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(high strength steell. 

CONCI...USION 

N.M.M. stress-strain model proposed by the authors ls capable of predicting 
the actual hysteretlc behaviors of steels with high accuracy so that the error 
of the predicted stress-strain curves is 51 at the most. If equivalent plastic 
strain acCU11Ulated over all strain paths ls taken as the state variable, the 
expansion of the surface sizes ls overestimated and the error is 101 ~ 301 In 
the examples calculated by the authors. Moreover, lntroduci四 thesurface size 
function Kab at the start point of strain hardening on virgin stress-strain 
curve as one of the Fundamental Surface Size Functions, the accuracy of the 
prediction ls i叩 rovedremarkably, in the case of steel with distinct yield 
plateau. 

This paper shows that the proposed model accurately predicts hysteretic 
behaviors of unlaxlal members subjected to tension-co鵬presslon loads. The 
齢 thod proposed here may be able to be extended to models presenting 
hYsteretic behaviors of structural members such as beams or beam-columns and 
seems to be of wide applications. 

Computations were carried out on HITAC M200H/M280H in the Tokyo University 
Computer Center. 
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